Bring customer insights into your strategic decisions

Queritel Feedback Stream (a feature in our Get InsightsTM platform) brings together thousands of
your customers in a secure, highly interactive community – allowing you to engage at scale with the
right people at the right time to gain insights needed to make key decisions with confidence. By
injecting ongoing, real-time customer feedback into the heart of your business, you can accelerate
strategic decision making, validate your brand and marketing plans, and develop the new services
and products your customers want.

Polls
Learn from the right customers at the right time
• Deliver interactive polls, available on any device and in
multiple languages, easily tailored for your brand
• Use the intuitive interface with an extensive range of
question types and features
• Leverage advanced methodologies and capabilities
within platform
• Adapt engaging surveys for your customers based on
what they’ve already told you in the past

Discussion Spaces
Enrich understanding through conversation
• Capture real-time customer feedback in their own
words to your posted images, videos, campaigns,
pre-releases and multimedia
• Enable interactive, social engagement between
customer members to generate richer insights
• Empower internal stakeholders to easily monitor and
participate in the discussion

360o Customer Truth
Develop rich profiles & deep segmentation
• Build and enrich customer profiles with demographic,
interest and motive data over time with each
community interaction.
• Answer new questions and predict customer behavior
based on prior interactions and data from other
sources.
• Personalize community activities based on subsegments of your member community.

Human-Centric Customer Intelligence

Having data is the first step - but having the right data
at the right time through the right audience is what
makes it actionable. Queritel Feedback Stream expose
insights and stimulate collaboration between customers
and companies.
Drive stronger customer engagement and
collaboration
• Invite your existing customers or seek new insights
from customer segments you have yet to acquire.
• Tag & share exclusive content with customers
• Engage members socially - liking, commenting
and sharing posts
• Track and measure engagement at the
member level
• 6hare XSGDWHVwith members
• Increase authentic customer engagement

Analysis & Reporting

Our Impact

Reveal customer patterns and trends
Advanced reporting and analysis capabilities reveal
customer insights from new and existing data, often
without having to ask your customers anything new.
• Leverage intuitive analytics to measure member
engagement.
• Identify unique strategies to motivate different
segments of your customers to participate.
• Apply advanced tools (including text analytics,
sentiment analysis and weighting) to get the critical
insight you need for your defined segments.
• Easily analyze survey results by applying statistic and
subgrouping filters.
• Use auto-tagging, text and sentiment analysis to
harness the power of open-ended feedback.
• Create & share sophisticated reports with
stakeholders, or export in various formats for in-depth
analysis – in a matter of hours.

Since using Queritel’s Get Insights™ platform
organizations have built and strengthened customer
relationships, increased revenue and seen
incremental profits.
• Our clients realized a 70% reduction in churn
• Enjoyed a 39% increase in Average Order Value,
• Shaved off four (4) weeks in project time with faster
customer feedback result
• Saved between 1.5-2 million USD in development and
marketing costs by preventing the launch of flawed
products.
• Companies were able to conduct shorter, more focused
and engaging feedback activities with our online insight
communities, face-to-face in person surveys, customer
observation experiments, deep dive panels and experts
on demand compared to the pre-Queritel environment.
• Without Get Insights these organizations would have
lost the opportunity to get as much feedback as they did
and lose out on the corresponding value generated by
the insight gained from those activities.

The Queritel Feedback Stream Difference
Ongoing and iterative customer intelligence

On-demand, trusted access

Queritel Feedback Stream offers customers the best source of
continuously updated insights about customer preferences, priorities
and buying behaviors so strategic business decisions can be made
in an agile and informed way.

Queritel Feedback Stream engages customers that opt-in to share
their demographic data, personal preferences and opinions in a way
that complies with even the strictest privacy legislation.

Exceptional support and guidance

Speed without sacrificing reliability

Each Queritel customer is assigned a Customer Success Manager
who provides guidance on best practices for recruitment and ongoing
engagement – to help you maximize the value of the platform.

The continuous, bi-directional sharing of feedback generates
customer loyalty while informing your business decisions in real-time
with reliable, first-party data.

See our Get InsightsTM platform in action
www.queritel.com

Faster , more reliable
face-to-face surveys

FIELD INSIGHTS

www.queritel.com

Queritel Field Insights
allow clients to scale
freelance research teams
to physically conduct
surveys or observations
(in stores, lobbies,
homes, streets,
companies, communities,
commercial districts or
cities anywhere in the
world) and have those
insights uploaded in real
time for the most costefficient price.
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Queritel Field Insights (a feature

Robust iT,
without the cost

our Get Insights eco-system) is

World-leading cloud-based

a data collection powerhouse

service eliminates the need

strongly focused on maintaining

to own and maintain partly-

efficient fieldwork management,

redundant IT infrastructure and

through every situation.

capacity.

Appealing presentation
Attractively designed surveys,

Unrivalled data
security

optimized for tablet and

Secure by design, Queritel is

smartphone, to effectively engage

certified to international data

respondents.

security standards and

Superb efficiency

compliant with local data
legislation.

Easy and flexible
Works the way you need for every
kind of question set-up, IT system
and user. Complete with APIs for
customization and automation.

Superb
efficiency
Queritel Field Insights is packed with features which bring maximum efficiency to
fieldwork. From workload assignment to keeping an eye on quality, even
when internet access is poor.
Control and optimization of fieldwork
Queritel Field Insights gives you superb control over workload and distribution of
every survey project. As well as flawlessly supporting both local and
global distribution scenarios, the system enables you to react rapidly to
fieldwork progression.
It only takes a few clicks to assign a survey project, complete with
individual quota targets, among all your interviewers. Once the survey
is underway, you can continuously monitor how it is progressing and

Marketing
Team

how each interviewer is performing from your own device. Whenever
you spot locations or quotas which are being completed faster or
slower than others, you can instantly adjust interviewers’ locations and
quota assignments to optimize the fieldwork and achieve faster project
completion.
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Distribution setup

Entire fieldwork divided per location

Quality control through authenticity monitoring

(region, city, neighborhood)
Specific full addresses, with or without
appointments
Random respondent selection, without

A very valuable benefit provided by Queritel Field Insights is the ability to check credibility
of collected responses. This discourages interviewers from cheating and
improves the quality of your survey results. With Queritel Field Insights you can:

location specification.


See which interviewer conducted which interview



See how long each interview took



Capture the location of the interview

Fieldwork

Central location



Ask the interviewer to take pictures during the interview

opportunities

Street intercept



Record the interview, without the interviewer being aware

Door-to-door
Product testing

Quality control

Interview length measurement

Mystery shopping

Automatic and manual audio recordings

In-store interviews

Quota report per interviewer
Custom Get Insights dashboards
Photo capture
GPS tracking

Sampling & quota
All interviewers sharing the same quota
Each interviewer with individual quota

To be absolutely sure interviewers don’t manipulate

Interviewer grouping

CAPI doesn’t allow



Rest Assured

them to see and change saved responses. The only thing
that can be done with collected responses is to transmit
them to you. Our system uses artificial intelligence to
sequester and flag data that seems suspicious for your
further investigation.
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Never slowed down by poor internet access
Interviewers enter survey responses directly into their tablet or smartphone,
where they are securely saved by the system locally. You can decide whether
the collected data is forwarded to you automatically, as soon as each
interview is completed, or synced when reconnected with stable internet
connection, which may be preferable when interviews are being conducted
in the areas with poor online connection.
Importantly, interviewing work can continue without interruption even if
the internet connection is intermittent. The quality of the connection
doesn’t impact the interviewers’ work, it only influences the speed of
transmissions. You can always see which interviewers have not fully
transmitted the data yet.

Because photos, videos and sound recordings are
large files, these are not included in automated
transmissions. If interviewers are working in areas
LARGE FILES

with a very weak internet connection, sending
these could make the transmission undesirably
slow or even cause it to fail completely. Omitting
them from the automated transmission ensures
the collected data reaches you smoothly
and quickly, so you’re always up to speed on
progress. Image and sound recordings therefore
always need to be transmitted manually by the
interviewer when they get to an area with suitable
internet connection.
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Appealing
presentation
We understand you don’t want to spoil your own image by presenting
customers and respondents with ugly-looking surveys. We wouldn’t
want that ourselves. Which is why we have ensured it doesn’t happen.
By default, Queritel Field Insights’s survey questions are automatically
skinned in an attractively designed template which is optimized for tablet and
smartphone screens. You can even personalize it by applying custom
elements (e.g. branded items) or alter any question’s answering method
by employing standard web design techniques such as JavaScript, HTML5
and CSS.

Design

Attractive design of survey questions
Full design customization via web design techniques
Optimized for tablet and mobile screens
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Easy
and flexible
Queritel Field Insights always aligns with your needs and your situation.
Letting you set up all kinds of question types and seamlessly integrating
with other systems. While being superbly convenient for everyone to use.

fully featured survey questions
Queritel Field Insights equips you with all the features you need to create
the extensive surveys typically conducted for professional market
research. The solution can support the most complex, multi-country
surveys as smoothly as the simplest ones.

Live Updates

Best for:










Queritel Field Insights uploads the data collected to your dashboard the
moment it is collected.
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Customer Satisfaction Tracking
Customer Profiling
User Experience Tracking
Market Validation Studies
Product-Market Fit Studies
Education Feedback Studies
Expansion Studies
Market Penetration Studies
Monitoring and Evaluations of
Events/Services
Sponsorship Return on Investment
(ROI) studies
Social Return on Investment
(SROI) studies
Brand Perception Tracking
Political Polls
Public Opinion Polls
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Endless Survey Features

Data integration
We understand that you work with avariety of tools from different providers.

The endless custom options achievable with our system include:

That’s why we designed Queritel Field Insights to easily integrate with your
existing systems. Queritel Field Insights happily integrates with all the most popular
research tools and, in addition to that, we’ve developed a special tool for

Survey question

Open questions

types

Numeric questions with sum options
Single/multi coded questions
Various interactive slider questions
Matrix questions
Star/image ratings
Drag and drop questions
Interactive calendar questions
Audio/video playback
Audio/photo capture

Questionnaire

Routing

logic

Filtering
Masking
Piping
Looping
Nested loops
Randomization
Rotation
Flipping
Validation logic
Custom modelling
Multi-language
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connecting to Unicom Intelligence.

Data exports

Text formatted (ASCII/Unicode)
Microsoft Excel
Triple-S (XML)
SPSS / Unicom Intelligence
APIs

easy for everyone to use, anywhere
Queritel Field Insights surveys run faultlessly on Android and IOS devices.
The app your interviewers need to access their assignments is globally
available on Google Play and IOS. The Queritel Get Insights app is
simple and intuitive to use, so your interviewers don’t need much
guidance. Surveys and fieldwork are managed through the Queritel
Field Insights Manager,
which is available to you and any other users you decide to grant access to.
The Queritel Field Insights Manager runs in the cloud, which means you can work
from any corner of the world. The only things you need to access it is your
password and internet connection.

Queritel Field Insight’s

Fieldwork administration is available from

management

everywhere
Interviewers’ app is available on Google
Play and IOS
Surveys can be done on affordable and widely
available Android, IOS tablets or smartphones
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Robust IT,
without the cost
Queritel delivers outstanding technical performance while only charging
you for what you actually use. Unlimited flexibility and pay-per-use
pricing = the best of all worlds!

limitless performance, thanks to the Microsoft
azure cloud
Known for its outstanding performance, security and reliability, the
Microsoft Azure cloud is ranked by independent authorities as one of the best
in existence. This is why we chose it to host Queritel Field Insights. The way
we’ve built Queritel Field Insights in the Microsoft Azure cloud actually strengthens
the capabilities it offers to our customers.
Queritel Field Insights smoothly gets to grips with any volume of data and type
of requirements being demanded from it. This means you can work without
limits to the number of surveys, survey questions or interviewers
simultaneously in action. Our developers are in continuous cooperation with
the Microsoft team to keep everything running smoothly and to add further
integration.
Technology

Microsoft Azure cloud

Queritel is a Microsoft gold partner
Run as many concurrent Face-to-Face
surveys as you need
Employed by 50+ MROs in 23+ countries
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friendly pricing model, for better business
returns
However big or small your face-to-face survey requirements are, Queritel
Field Insights offers a suitable plan with competitive and transparent
pricing.
Queritel's pricing model is designed to give you maximum flexibility. Costs
are optimized according to survey volume and the level of additional
targeting features and services provided. The longer and higher the
commitment, the more advantageous the cost. Even though our pricing
model is designed as an annual plan, it can be adapted to a shorter
commitment.
No matter which plan you choose, support and 24/7 system monitoring is
always included in the price.
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Unrivalled
data security
Cyber attacks are increasing in both number and scale, impacting all kinds of
companies in all kinds of industries. B2C Companies need to be as aware
as anyone about the possible threats and arm themselves with software that
protects survey data and company reputation.
Queritel, the company behind Field Insights, is ISO 27001:2013 certified (an International
security standard). Our ISO 27001:2013 certification shows how seriouslywe take
data security. In fact, we believe your data is safer with Queritel Field Insights than
it is with any local survey system you might use.
What’s more, Queritel Field Insights is compliant with relevant local data privacy
regulations, wherever you are in the world. Our systems are offered from various
locations around the globe and we can even support hosting data in local data
centers.

Data Security

Ability to choose from user roles
Full access and password control
Overview of who is logged in, and when
Data encryption at different levels

ISO 27001:2013
certified and
GDPR compliant

Secured SSL communication throughout
Secure sharing of data
ISO 27001:2013 certified
Regular independent 3rd party audits of data security
Compliant with the EU General Data Protection Regulation
24/7 monitoring of system availability
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about Queritel
Queritel develops Online and Offline survey
solutions specifically to serve the needs of
companies, marketing and advertising
agencies and market researchers.
For over 4 years, we have been working closely alongside market
research organizations to continually deepen and freshen our
insights into their challenges, in order to create truly purposeful
solutions.
This
unique bond means we have robust practical knowledge of how to
efficiently organize survey distribution of any scale. Which enables us to
serve our customers with exceptionally well-thought-through products,
particularly when it comes to tackling large scale national and global
projects. Our unrivalled combination of deep industry understanding and
high-level IT expertise means our customers benefit from survey software
which is genuinely designed with their success in mind.
Queritel Field Insights is already proud to serve:

SCHEDULE YOUR CONSULTATION OR REQUEST YOUR LIVE
DEMO TODAY: https://calendly.com/queritel/live-demo
Singapore

Worldwide

Tunisia

Italy

United Arab Emirates

USA

China

Austria
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Contact

North America
Europe

Caribbean

Latin America

hello@queritel.com
+876 489 6066
+876 390 4783
www.queritel.com

